SLIM PICKET

You say you used to march for peace?
Used to stand up for justice.
Sit down in protest. Bet that
was a long time ago, wasn't it?

"Why do you think you are, Com-
mander?"
The sheet is just visible over the
beard of a middle-aged couple's muffs
and comes from one of its two riders, a
short-haired man in a flannel shirt,
whose scalp is visible over the ears.
Navy. The husband, cooling — or
has raised the effect of Navy's outfit.
In truth he had probably plunged in
frustration as he and his opponent
through the hoots and jeers of the
hooch-up to the canvas bus and youth
working on the bus, it seems
accept last-hour tickets.
April 15.
Navy is taken somewhat aback by his
mistake in making peace by it, as
on the two peace pickets and two
Marines whose conversation he has
overheard, "Why aren't you going
over there if you don't like it here?"
Over there "would be Russia," pro-
foundly. Navy is probably among his
advice foretold or a small
black-haired woman from the Grease
Panthers who together and the cover
brochure for a limited time says:
"Not Many Marines, but he might he prob-
der in the advice. But. Two black
pieces go...and the navy...""I've been
never yellow jacket. What are Joanne

By Bob Dorn
City Lights

Small Cast May Net Time In Tank

For a long time the low winds at the very start of the season kept the small catfish within 20 feet of the surface. Thus, when the catfish were at the surface, it was a matter of the right kind of bait - fish. But once the bass became a frequent visitor to the surface, it was a matter of skill to catch them. The small catfish are the most elusive of the small catfish. They don't fight as well as the big bass, but they have a much better chance of being caught. They are usually caught on the surface, but they are not easy to catch. It is a matter of skill and patience to catch them.
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Growing Peanuts
It is one of the largest peanut-producing and processed peanut companies in the world. The company's focus is on sustainable agriculture and the production of high-quality peanuts. Their goal is to provide customers with a consistent supply of peanuts that meet their needs.

Of White And Ruins
The story of a white dog and a ruined city. City lights and the moon shone bright in the ruins of the old city. The white dog wandered the streets, searching for a place to call home. It was a story of hope and desperation.

Letters
Dear Editor,
I wanted to express my concern about the recent developments in the city. The pollution levels have increased significantly, and the air quality is becoming a concern. I urge the city to take action to address this issue before it becomes too late.

Gag Me With A Parasite
I recently had a parasite that caused me a lot of discomfort. I would like to share my experience with others so that they can be aware of the signs and symptoms.

JASMINE PLANTS
TWO FOR $5.00; YOUR CHOICE

Mind your own business this summer.
(Management 389)

For an unbreakable guarantee, trust Pearle.
Nobody ever works out of season with a second pair of glasses and plans on getting an accident. Even the most careful people need a new pair of glasses. We guarantee the frame and the lenses for life. If you need new glasses, you can exchange them for free.

STAR JASMINE
BLOOMS ALL SUMMER LONG

MADAGASCAR JASMINE

Night Bloom Jasmine
White Fragrant Flower

1-2 FOOT TALL
1 FOOT TALL

ALL 2 FOR $5.00
MIX OR MATCH

HOPE CHEST CLOSE-OUT FROM $35.00-$75.00
Akon and Target Charge $50-$150 For The Same Hope Chest

USED AS:
COFFEE TABLE
END TABLE
FILING CABINET
EXTRA STORAGE

Must Go By June 15th

GOOD WITH THIS AD THROUGH JUNE 15th
Dear Manager,

I am pleased to see that the report is being published. I am aware of the fact that it is difficult to get a position in the company, but I am confident that my qualifications and experience make me a suitable candidate. I have a strong background in the field and I am committed to providing the best possible service to our customers. I believe that I can contribute significantly to the company's success.

Thank you for considering my application.

Sincerely,

[Your Name]
"Maybe people are afraid. I've often had people tell me lately, 'I don't want to be arrested.' They don't seem to understand they have a right to be out there."

SLIM PICKET

"Crime has become a way of life. For nearly a third of the county's workers, the chief is the color."

Small wonder, then, that the line of picketers at the tax-clip protest April 15 is a short one. It is a pity this line has grown slowly to about forty people, so that it may not be necessary to fight for compensation by Federal money flowing out of our own policy.

"Guys into battle. For nearly a third of the county's workers, the chief is the color."

Small wonder, then, that the line of picketers at the tax-clip protest April 15 is a short one. It is a pity this line has grown slowly to about forty people, so that it may not be necessary to fight for compensation by Federal money flowing out of our own policy.

Guys into battle. For nearly a third of the county's workers, the chief is the color.

Small wonder, then, that the line of picketers at the tax-clip protest April 15 is a short one. It is a pity this line has grown slowly to about forty people, so that it may not be necessary to fight for compensation by Federal money flowing out of our own policy.

China's Medicine

and Acupuncture Clinic

M.Y. Teh, C.A.

Acupuncture for all ages. Acupuncture and Chinese herbs for cancer, diabetes, and arthritis.

Nancy at 619-6001

"You can be well without pain, without drugs."

ON SALE

JEWELRY GIFTS

YOU CAN LEARN

self-hypnosis in the ONE-DAY SEMINAR

by John K. Smith, Ph.D.

SATURDAY, JUNE 11, 9 A.M.

FISHER'S BUILDING, 4TH FLOOR

Reservations essential. Call 692-0901.

"To benefit the Carmen San Nicolas Organ Transplant Fund"

Friday, June 10, 1983 7:30pm

At the Town and Country Convention Center in San Diego.

"MASH BASH"

Tax deductible donation $15 each includes dinner, show, and dance. Tickets at any Ticketer agency, or at the door. Bring your favorite costume from the MASH cast or a 50's favorite.

- Mc'd by "San Diego's Own" Larry Himmel from Channel 8
- Joy Ride 4 piece band music from the 40's and 50's - 9pm
- Meet Radar look-alike John Clark, and Hawkeye look-alike Marv Cline
- The Wayne Foster Big Band Revue and Show - 10:30pm

Photos available with the look-alikes. Surprise Guest from the original MASH cast - David Cacken Stiers (Major Winchester). Auction of Sports Celebrities Equipment and other items. 10pm. Items from Steve Garvey, Julie Vevee, and other Socketts and Pedres and many surprise collectibles.

JUST ADDED: THE FINAL MASH SCRIPT, AUTOGRAPHED BY "B.J.:" MIKE FARRELL

"The final MASH script, autographed by "B.J."

Mike Farrell"
"A lot of students come to us for help on papers and research. They come in, look through our files, we give 'em the brochures, and never see 'em again."

---

Pacific Peaceworker Project — San Diego Peace and Justice Coalition — Pacific Peaceworker Project (PWP), Development of San Diego Peace Action Center, the Progressive Democratic Coalition (PDC), Red and Black Action — as small groups of UCSD people — the Student Peace Education Committee (SVEC), Western America Regional Industry Program for Peace and Freedom — non-profit organizations, the UCSD union, Local 355, and the United Domestic Workers. And the twelfth was Community Energy, Action Network (CEAN). CEAN's best-known effort is their campaign against nuclear energy and SDG&E's policies and for the development of alternative technologies, but in recent years they have shifted much of their focus to other issues such as environmental and justice issues. CEAN is a member of CEAN, a coalition of organizations working on a variety of issues.

CEAN's best-known effort is their campaign against nuclear energy and SDG&E's policies and for the development of alternative technologies, but in recent years they have shifted much of their focus to other issues such as environmental and justice issues. CEAN is a member of CEAN, a coalition of organizations working on a variety of issues.

At any rate, no other organization picked up the ball for the UCSD students and worked on it. And CEAN is just as busy as it can be trying to get the banks to start doing business with the United Nations. But CEAN has a half-life, a temporary grant to work on the study of the affair, which is used to get other people involved in the United Nations, and then they disappear, start up with a new group, and the same thing happens over again. We're working on some different things and we haven't got a staff. It's ridiculous. But there are some things that have to be done. The students didn't know if they had to do anything or not, they didn't know if they had to do anything or not, they didn't know if they had to do anything or not.

There was no national organization for economic change or human rights to pick up the ball for the UCSD students and work on it. And CEAN is just as busy as it can be trying to get the banks to start doing business with the United Nations. But CEAN has a half-life, a temporary grant to work on the study of the affair, which is used to get other people involved in the United Nations, and then they disappear, start up with a new group, and the same thing happens over again. We're working on some different things and we haven't got a staff. It's ridiculous. But there are some things that have to be done. The students didn't know if they had to do anything or not, they didn't know if they had to do anything or not, they didn't know if they had to do anything or not.

There was no national organization for economic change or human rights to pick up the ball for the UCSD students and work on it. And CEAN is just as busy as it can be trying to get the banks to start doing business with the United Nations. But CEAN has a half-life, a temporary grant to work on the study of the affair, which is used to get other people involved in the United Nations, and then they disappear, start up with a new group, and the same thing happens over again. We're working on some different things and we haven't got a staff. It's ridiculous. But there are some things that have to be done. The students didn't know if they had to do anything or not, they didn't know if they had to do anything or not, they didn't know if they had to do anything or not.

There was no national organization for economic change or human rights to pick up the ball for the UCSD students and work on it. And CEAN is just as busy as it can be trying to get the banks to start doing business with the United Nations. But CEAN has a half-life, a temporary grant to work on the study of the affair, which is used to get other people involved in the United Nations, and then they disappear, start up with a new group, and the same thing happens over again. We're working on some different things and we haven't got a staff. It's ridiculous. But there are some things that have to be done. The students didn't know if they had to do anything or not, they didn't know if they had to do anything or not, they didn't know if they had to do anything or not.

There was no national organization for economic change or human rights to pick up the ball for the UCSD students and work on it. And CEAN is just as busy as it can be trying to get the banks to start doing business with the United Nations. But CEAN has a half-life, a temporary grant to work on the study of the affair, which is used to get other people involved in the United Nations, and then they disappear, start up with a new group, and the same thing happens over again. We're working on some different things and we haven't got a staff. It's ridiculous. But there are some things that have to be done. The students didn't know if they had to do anything or not, they didn't know if they had to do anything or not, they didn't know if they had to do anything or not.
Of the 750,000 wage earners living here, more than 200,000 can be said to be directly employed or compensated by federal money flowing out of our arms policy.
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Don't miss with Extended Wear Lenses $469*

Last Your Contact Lens? Quick Replacement Varying Price in most cases.

1,000's in stock & 16 Brands 1 Hour Service (most cases)

Don't Break the Bank. Soft Lenses $49

Dr. Alan Lawenthal, D.O.
7551 Coachman Drive
(949) 853-0500

Dr. Schrauf, O.D.
2350 E Touhy Avenue
(708) 673-2210

Future shape gives you the look you want for semester at an affordable price.

Use our new general purpose lens and matrix machine. Try the exercise for the regular price of two months.

As the Las Vegas leader in personal care, Future Shape offers quality equipment and professional care at the base price to the user.

Call or stop by:
Futurshape
(714) 295-0239

Rocco's Hair Design introduces:

The Perfect Perm

Wave

Body

She spits his name out and says sarcastically, "He's an anarchist, huh? Which means he doesn't do anything."
JUST IN TIME FOR GRADUATION & FATHER'S DAY

SOLIGOR LENSES

Soligor lenses have some of the best optical lenses in the world on sale now!

24-45mm f/2.8-4 $169.95 & rebate
45-60mm f/3.5 $169.95 & rebate
50-100mm f/4.5 $169.95 & rebate
70-210mm 1:4-5.6 $169.95 & rebate
80-200mm f/4.5 $169.95 & rebate
75-210mm f/4 $195.00
85-350mm f/5 $205.00 & rebate

BRING YOUR TRADES! 50% OFF

FREE SLIDE SHOWN WITH PURCHASE

ON ALL LENSES

KONICA AUTOFOCUS MF CAMERA

A 35mm point & shoot

Auto Focus, quick point & shoot camera

$129.95

THE KONICA "POP"

camera! 8x10" black and white, color, or black and white, color, or black and white, color

$55.00

PHOTO SPECIAL

SLIDE & MOVIE PROCESSING

$169

SLIDE & MOVIE PROCESSING

20 Slides Exposure Rates 16x16

Great until 6/30/83.

PHOTO SPECIAL

PHOTO SPECIAL

WE NEED USED CAMERAS & LENSES.

We would like to thank our customers for helping to make San Diego's second largest full service store.

New Saturday Hours: 12-6:30

PHOTO IMPORTS

464 Convention St., San Diego, CA 92101

New Saturday Hours: 12-6:30
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They Call You As They See You

On the Job with a Big-League Umpire's Attendant

By Neal Matthews

Photography by Jim O'Shea

(continued on page 20)
They call you as they see you
On the job with a big-league umpire's attendant

This was one of those rare game days when baseball fans around Los Angeles Dodger fans especially—had to be there, to see the game. The Dodger Stadium was alive with excitement, the air was charged with anticipation. It was Opening Day, and the crowd was electric. In the dugout, Manager Tom Lasorda was giving his team the usual pep talk. Out on the field, the players were warming up, stretching, ready to put on a show.

The most important person in the stadium today was an umpire's attendant. This is the person who keeps the umpires supplied with everything they need to do their job. Sometimes they're called "umpire's assistants," but that's just because they do the dirty work. Their job is to make sure the umpires have everything they need to call balls and strikes, safe or out, and to keep the game running smoothly.

I met one of these attendants, a man named Tom, who was doing his job with the Dodgers that day. He was dressed in a blue uniform, with a red cap and a white mask. He had a large bag full of equipment, and he was running around the field, checking on the umpires and making sure they had what they needed. He was doing a lot more than just handing out balls and bats; he was also putting on masks, setting up the umpires' chairs, and even helping to keep the score.

The attendants are an essential part of the game, and they don't get much recognition. But without them, the umpires couldn't do their job. They're the ones who make sure the game runs smoothly, and they're the ones who make sure the umpires are properly equipped to do their job.

By Neal Matthews
Photography by Tim O'Leary

---

The Dodgers' opening day game against the Giants was a great start to the season. The fans were wildly enthusiastic, and the players were giving it their all. The game was close, with the Dodgers finally coming out on top. It was a great day to be a baseball fan, and I'm looking forward to seeing what the rest of the season has in store.
"An umpire can get a lot for an autographed ball. And when I get an autograph for an ump, I always tell the player who it's for. No player in his right mind would refuse."

Like a trainer of equipment manager, he served under managers Alvin Dark, John McMillin, Greg Ogg, Larry Coleman, Frank Howard, and new Dick Williams. Heretty portrays the story of Williams and says Roger Craig was his favorite manager. He liked him in the same way he liked Gaspar Faye. "Great honor for him, tonight," he says of Craig's latest. "I think he's going to be a great manager, the kind of manager that can make the Pudskers病人 believe in themselves."

"Sure, they talk about certain plays and they how they covered them. But I've never heard an ump say that he blew a call."

Down a sliding scale for everyone's part, Plake can also tell you which players are liable to zoom in on someone's feet, and which ones are likely to zoom in on someone's head. "We've got a lot of that," he says. "It's a big league game, and the one reason that everyone in the dugout in the big leagues isn't sick of the umpires is because the umpires aren't sick of the players."

"I don't like to think of it as human, but even the TV networks, and they don't mind that being generally known."

The homeless, Stith炼, Plake and Ebeling are taking the field this week to get into the acting, but the players are looking at the game as a big league game. "We're not sick of the players. We're sick of the umpires."
Tito's Last Act

Sutherland than of Adriana Lecouvreur. Thus, it is fitting that Tito's final act should be in a new production, which has far more relevance than the previous one. It is a beautiful thing to see the opera being a part of a new generation, for which Adriana's story is not only relevant but also inspiring. The production creates a strong bond between the characters and the audience, allowing them to connect on a deeper level. Although the opera was first performed in 1831, it remains a timeless tale that resonates with today's world.
The Last Act

Tito's Last Act

Imagine all the things you could do in 1963 if you only put your mind to it.

The Restaurant: The Exchange
The Location: 282 Mission Boulevard
South San Francisco 94408

Type of Food: American and International

Prime Ranges: $7.95 to $10.95
Hours: Weekdays, Monday through Friday, from 11:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m., and Sunday, 9:30 a.m. to midnight.

You know that you're in Southern California when... you can find a restaurant with a piano in the lounge, you can get a soaking in the hot tub, and the place is so nice that you want to take your dinner there.

Anushka is a waitress at the restaurant, and she tells us that she loves working there because she gets to meet new people every day.

ELEANOR WITMER

The Bedroom: The First Bed Bay Area
The Location: 485 Mission Street

Type of Food: Breakfast and Dinner

Prime Ranges: $9.95 to $12.95
Hours: Weekdays, Monday through Friday, from 6:30 a.m. to 11:00 p.m., and Sunday, 9:30 a.m. to midnight.

You know that you're in Southern California when... you can find a restaurant with a piano in the lounge, you can get a soaking in the hot tub, and the place is so nice that you want to take your dinner there.

Anushka is a waitress at the restaurant, and she tells us that she loves working there because she gets to meet new people every day.

ELEANOR WITMER

Sleepy Hollow

Watershed: Spring Clearance

Fat pad from $29.95

4-Way Folding Roomette
From $49.95

Bedroom: First Bay Area

Type of Food: Breakfast and Dinner

Prime Ranges: $9.95 to $12.95
Hours: Weekdays, Monday through Friday, from 6:30 a.m. to 11:00 p.m., and Sunday, 9:30 a.m. to midnight.

You know that you're in Southern California when... you can find a restaurant with a piano in the lounge, you can get a soaking in the hot tub, and the place is so nice that you want to take your dinner there.

Anushka is a waitress at the restaurant, and she tells us that she loves working there because she gets to meet new people every day.

ELEANOR WITMER
The Best...

You are all invited to a free high-end audio demonstration at the San Diego Auto Show at the Sports Arena, June 2 through June 5.

Exotic cars on display at the Radioman exhibit.

Radioman offers and installs:

San Diego's Hi-Fi Leader.

The Spirit

The history of modern jazz has been shaped by events that broaden the perspectives of the music. Composing is a movement, itself expressed by the San Diego group "Four Corners," active in a number of musical and dance organizations. "Third" music, which has been described as a new form of jazz, emerged in San Francisco, and "limited music" has been done in and out, and a third movement, self-expressed by the San Diego group "Four Corners," active in a number of musical and dance organizations. The music of "Third music" has been described as a new form of jazz, emerging in San Francisco, and "limited music" has been done in and out, and a third movement, self-expressed by the San Diego group "Four Corners," active in a number of musical and dance organizations.

Events, Theater, Music, Film

Primitve Circles

Contemporary artists on the other hand, shaped the language of their world. They generally have come from the same traditions as the painters of prehistoric times, but they are also influenced by the modern art movements of the 20th century. Many of them have experimented with various techniques, and have used a variety of materials, creating a new style of art that is often characterized by abstraction.

Another Opening of Another Show

The other is a place for art, and in this case, for the arts of the other. The other is a place where people can come together and share their ideas, experiences, and creative energies. It is a space for experimentation, exploration, and collaboration. The other is a place where people can feel connected and supported, and where they can find inspiration and motivation. It is a place where people can express themselves freely, and where they can explore their creative potential.

The Spirit

The history of modern jazz has been shaped by events that broaden the perspectives of the music. Composing is a movement, itself expressed by the San Diego group "Four Corners," active in a number of musical and dance organizations. "Third music," which has been described as a new form of jazz, emerged in San Francisco, and "limited music," has been done in and out, and a third movement, self-expressed by the San Diego group "Four Corners," active in a number of musical and dance organizations. The music of "Third music," which has been described as a new form of jazz, emerged in San Francisco, and "limited music," has been done in and out, and a third movement, self-expressed by the San Diego group "Four Corners," active in a number of musical and dance organizations.
READER'S GUIDE

Film

"New Year" Program
Saturday, 11:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
San Diego Museum of Art, 1300 El Prado, San Diego, 294-7070

Music

Classical Concerts by the San Diego Symphony:
Saturday, March 5 at 8:00 p.m.
Sunday, March 6 at 4:00 p.m.
Balboa Park, Copley Symphony Hall, 1000 Park Blvd., San Diego, 293-2000

Sports

Swing Dance Classes
Starts Wednesday, June 8 at 9:00 p.m.
San Diego Swing Club, 399 Euclid Ave., San Diego, 294-9800

Multiple choice for teachers this summer.
San Diego State University is offering more than 80 courses for educators this summer:
- Everything from discipline and educational technology for the classroom to survival skills for teachers and educational evaluators.
- Enrolling is a real breeze: No admission requirements. Easy registration. And flexible course days, evening and weekend.
- So get smart this summer. Call Pat Nathan for your free Summer Sessions catalog. 265-5132

OPEN AUDITION
Saturday, June 4, 1983
9:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.
Casa Del Prado Courtyard
Balboa Park
for "International Renaissance Pageant in the Park"

To Local Events

THE JOFFREY BALLET
AMERICA'S ALL-STAR DANCE COMPANY PAYS IN AMERICA'S FINEST CITY WITH THE SAN DIEGO SYMPHONY

JUNE 15, 16, 17 at 8:00 p.m.
at the CIVIC THEATER

BE CLASSICALLY INFORMED
Each day KPBS broadcasts 100,000 minutes worth of classical music to the region's radio listeners.
Join your morning commute with music and news. KPBS is your window into the world of classical music.

KESD-FM Your Concert Music Station in San Diego
1540 Sixth Avenue, San Diego, CA 92101
READER’S GUIDE TO LOCAL EVENTS

San Diego Pride Parade & Festival
June 11, 1983
Juno Beach Park
San Diego Pride Parade & Festival

LA JOLLA PLAYHOUSE

The Award Winning Drama
DAMIEN
May 20–June 11
LAMB’S PLAYERS THEATRE
Tues. Sat. 8pm, Sunday 2pm
For tickets, call 471-4442

A PHONE CALL CAN GUARANTEE A FRONT ROW SEAT!
READER'S GUIDE TO THE MUSIC SCENE

Music coming is by John of the Beatles. There are several other songs and information about the Beatles in other parts of the document.

Monday, June 8

CLUB LAND
3:00 pm - 1:00 am
Art Tatum at the键, Black cat at the Bar
Admission: $3.00

BRATZ
May 31 through June 2
Black cat, new venue, no entertainment

M's Club
MONDAY NIGHT FAVORITES

Sunday, June 7

Black cat, new venue, new entertainment

London Bros.
Monday, June 8

The London Bros. will be performing at the Black Cat. They are a popular local band known for their catchy tunes and energetic performances.

CLUB LAND

Tuesday & Wednesday, June 9 & 10

KING BISCUIT BLUES

Friday & Saturday, June 10

Silvers Bros.

Saturday, June 11

CLUB LAND

MANNEN SMITH

Sunday, June 14

WANDERLAND

Tuesday, June 16

LADIES' NIGHT
No cover plus Long Island Bus Line $1.25

7/9 WELLS 8-9 pm

Wednesday, June 10

The 7/9 Wells is a local favorite known for its live music and cozy atmosphere. They are hosting a special event on Wednesday evening featuring a popular performer.

HAPPY HOUR SPECIAL

All cover will be $2.25. Come early and get the cover charge!

TUES.

Thursday, June 11

DORINO'S PIZZA

Friday, June 12

SAXON FASTWAY

Saxon Fastway is a popular local band known for their energetic performances and engaging stage presence.

SOLD OUT

The Ritz on 123rd Street.

Woodstock Music and Art Fair

May 17 through 19

The Woodstock Music and Art Fair was a landmark event in the history of popular music. It took place in Bethel, New York, and featured many legendary performers.

FLOWERS

Flowers are an essential part of any music scene, adding beauty and fragrance to the environment.

KGB-PM

The KGB-PM is a popular radio station known for its eclectic mix of music and cultural programming.

The Summer Chiller

ICE COLD ROCK...with IRON MAIDEN

Iron Maiden is a classic rock band known for their iconic sound and powerful performances.

SPORTS ARENA FRIDAY - JULY 8

Saxon Fastway will be performing at the Sports Arena on Friday, July 8.

Mardi Gras Mardi Gras

Mardi Gras is a popular annual event held in New Orleans, Louisiana. It is a celebration of the city's rich cultural heritage and festive spirit.

Tickets on Sale Tomorrow

Tickets for the upcoming event are available for purchase.

with very special guest

Clues to the Music Scene

Various tips and tricks for navigating the music scene, including tips on finding the best performances and venues.
Belly Up

ROD PIACZA & WHEELS

HAMMER SMITH

BLUE RIDDIM BAND


MY RICH UNCLE'S

ALBUM RELEASE PARTY

KPRI FM 106 NIGHT SHOW

KGB FM 101 SHOW

THE US BAND

3 NIGHTS ONLY!

THE INCREdIBLE SNOWMEN

THURSDAY, FRIDAY & SATURDAY

JUNE 9, 10 & 11


THE SUMMER SEASON AT AVILA

A FLOCK OF SEAGULLS

with fleming display

THE B-52'S
sat-june 18

JOAN ARMATRADING
sun-june 26

CHUCK MANGIONE
thu-june 14

MARTHA TUCKER
sat-june 16

KOGO HUMPERDINCK
engelbert

under the stars on the lawn at Avila

KANSAS

FREE AFTERNOON CONCERTS & Cask

STONE'S THROW

ERNIE HUGHES BAND

WILLY CATS

THE FIRST BITE

INFORMATION CALL 481-9022
DANCE YOUR HEART OUT AT THE 94TH AERO SQUADRONT RESTAURANT

Dine & dance the night away
The 94th Aero Squadron Restaurant offers a delightful ambiance with live music, delectable cuisine, and a relaxed atmosphere. This is the perfect spot to celebrate any occasion with friends or family.

Restaurant
8885 Balboa Ave. (just east of Hwy. 163)

Dinner: 11:30 a.m. to 1 a.m. Monday through Saturday
Brunch: 11 a.m. to 4 p.m. Sunday

MONK'S CRAIG RICE TALENT
proudly presents

TUESDAY-SUNDAY

Wednesday, June 8
Slightly Naughty Boutique will present the latest in fun fashions

WEDNESDAYS ARE für LADIES
95¢ well drinks for ladies and kamikazes 2 for a dollar for all

THURSDAYS ARE hot at MONK'S—
Happy Hour all night long

Make plans to attend MONK's 4th year anniversary Sunday, June 12

The Trojan Horse
6951 La Jolla Blvd. (858) 454-6124

Wednesday—Saturday

75¢ WELL

75¢ WELL

HOPS & SCHNAPPERS $1.50

FRIDAYS & SATURDAYS 6-10 PM
**DIEGO'S**

**Happy Hours**
3-6 pm Monday-Friday
Margaritas $1.25 - Well Doubles

**Club DIEGO'S**

Beginning of Summer Cocktail Party
Drinks — 96¢ (in Club Diego's only)
Wednesday, June 8, 5-8 pm
869 Garnet, Pacific Beach off Mission Blvd. 272-1241

**HALCYON**

The Halcyon proudly presents
WCONC Student Union

Sunday & Monday: June 5 & 6
**FEATURES**

School's out — come and lock up your summer at the best happy Hours ever! Free food and drinks — only the best Rock & Roll

**ROCK & ROLL HAPPY HOUR**
Every Friday

**SUNNY BETA LEAD**

Only one group that can claim to be the best bar band in the city:

**MUSIC MART**
ROCKS ON SALE!

**LUDWIG OCTA PLUS OUTFIT**

**SUNN SL-260**

**SUNN SL-360**

**LIKE NEW — ONLY $199900**
The Pennant and Bookworks have joined forces at the Flower Hill Mall to bring you a Coffeehouse, Cafe, and Bookstore. The Pennant will serve light specialties throughout the day and evening as well as an extensive selection of coffee and tea, drinks and beer and wine.

**Music - Live this weekend**

**4 pm**
Friday-June 3 **Vince Cooper Trio**
Saturday-June 4 **Bill Canton**
classical piano
Flower Hill Center 755-3775 481-8067
2760 Via de la Valle Del Mar, California

**San Diego's Classic Country Saloon**

**CIMARRON**

Tuesday - Saturday beginning at 8 pm
• Buckleight Maggie Blues • 4 to 6 pm
• Four Musicians • 6:30 to 8 pm
• Live Ladies Night • 8:30 to 11 pm
• Live Dinner Lessons • Taps, Thurs. 7:30 pm
Sunday Country Brunch 9 - 1 pm

**ABILENE**

**THUR.**

**GRADUATION SALE**

**C.W.'s SALOON**

Carmel Valley Rd. Del Mar

Wed-Sat Dance to the live country music of Posse

**MIKE IS BACK...**

Direct from the Ram Bar in Sun Valley, Idaho!

This will be Mike's maiden voyage above the clouds. Mike is starting this day meeting at 11:00 am.

**BEACH CLUB**

OCEAN BEACH, CALIFORNIA

No cover - Dancing

**DESTINY**

Our weekly Reggae and Salsa party. Every Saturday. Dance until 1:00 AM. Beer, wine, and liquor are available. Beer and wine are available.

**Beer Info**

Tuesday, June 3

**THE RED COAT INN**

The Club of the 70's

**PROPHET**

SPECIAL GUEST

9/10 The Rock of the '80's! NIGHT ILLUSION & ENUF
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CURRENT MOVIES

At movies are by Stars Wars: The Empire Strikes Back, which features John Williams' music and Direction by Irvin Kershner. At 7:30 and 10:30 p.m. with a matinee of 2:30 p.m. at the Mid-City. Also showing is WarGames, at New Hollywood Theatre, at 2:30 and 7:30 p.m. with a midnight screening of 10:30 p.m. for those 18 and older.

At the Esquire Theatre, the current movie is Return of the Jedi, a sequel to The Empire Strikes Back, featuring Luke Skywalker, Han Solo, and Princess Leia. Showtimes are 7:30 and 10:30 p.m. with a matinee at 2:30 p.m. at the Mid-City. Also showing is WarGames, at New Hollywood Theatre, at 2:30 and 7:30 p.m. with a midnight screening of 10:30 p.m. for those 18 and older.

At the Turquoise Lounge, the current musical performance is by the band The Beatles. The performance is at 8:00 p.m. at the Turquoise Lounge. For more information, please call 223-9979.
CURRENT MOVIES

La Traviata - A personal triumph for director Zefferelli. It's not to be missed.

A total triumph... the best filmed opera ever made.

Glasses Sale
20% - 60% off

La Traviata... A personal triumph for director Zefferelli. It's not to be missed.

A total triumph... the best filmed opera ever made.

La Paloma Theater
435-DOCK
MAY 15-JUNE 2

Valley Girl

Treat Someone Special to California's Finest Hot Tub Spa!

Tonight

The Road Warrior

The Pottery Barn

The Thing... A personal triumph for director Zefferelli. It's not to be missed.

Glasses Sale
20% - 60% off

La Paloma Theater
435-DOCK
MAY 15-JUNE 2

Valley Girl

Treat Someone Special to California's Finest Hot Tub Spa!

Tonight

The Road Warrior

The Pottery Barn

The Thing... A personal triumph for director Zefferelli. It's not to be missed.

Glasses Sale
20% - 60% off
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MAY 15-JUNE 2

Valley Girl

Treat Someone Special to California's Finest Hot Tub Spa!

Tonight

The Road Warrior

The Pottery Barn

The Thing... A personal triumph for director Zefferelli. It's not to be missed.

Glasses Sale
20% - 60% off

La Paloma Theater
435-DOCK
MAY 15-JUNE 2

Valley Girl

Treat Someone Special to California's Finest Hot Tub Spa!

Tonight

The Road Warrior

The Pottery Barn

The Thing... A personal triumph for director Zefferelli. It's not to be missed.
THE SAN DIEGO SYMPHONY GOES POPS!

Spend your summer under the stars at beautiful Mission Bay Hospitality Point. The San Diego Pops plays every Wednesday through Saturday evenings, June 29 – September 4.

 Plenty of picnic area, plenty of parking, all reserved seats! Be a part of the San Diego event this summer.

Purchase your tickets by mail or in person at the San Diego Symphony Orchestra Association office, 1515 Broadway, Suite 500, San Diego, CA 92101. In person at the box office the night of the performance, or at participating hotels and shopping centers.

Season samplers, 5 tickets for the price of 4, are still on sale at the Symphony office. Season tickets or for the night of the performance.

American Salute June 29, July 6, July 13, July 20
Gershwin’s Greatest July 7, 14, 21, 28
Pops Goes to the Movies July 13, 20, 27
Fiesta Esquina July 22, 29, 30, Aug 5, 12
Pops on Broadway July 29, Aug 5, 12, 19
Pops on the March Aug 3, 10, 17

For more information call 239-3721 or 28MUSIC.

American Salute: the official wines of the San Diego Pops.

---

Section 3: Classifieds

How to Place Your Free Classified Ad

Classified ads must be submitted to the Classified Department by 4:30 p.m. local time, Monday, Wednesday, and Friday.

For Sale

For Sale: Used 1979 Chevy Malibu

RESTAURANTS

IF YOU LIKE OUR PIZZA YOU’LL LOVE OUR RIBS

Save $2 on any Rib dish.

Now through June 30 you can save $2 on any size, any style Chicago Brothers rib dish.

And these aren’t just ordinary ribs either. There’s spare ribs, meaty pork short ribs, and tender, succulent juicy Baby Back ribs. Char-grilled to perfection. Then smothered in our special tangy barbecue sauce.

Try a Full Slab or a Half Slab dinner with our famous French bread, green salad or cole slaw and plenty of french fries. Or try the 4th Appetizer to go with our ribs, and save $2 now through June 30. Just one taste, and you’ll stick to our ribs.

CHICAGO BROTHERS

1333 4th Ave, San Diego, CA 92101
INFLATION FIGHTER OF THE WEEK:
FRESH ALASKAN SALMON
$6.95
with baked potato & cole slaw
(Daily, after 4:00 pm)
Offer good through June 8

HAPPY HOUR MENU:
Monday—Roast Beef Sandwiches 25¢
Tuesday—Soft Shell Tacos 25¢
Wednesday—Ham Sandwiches 25¢
Thursday—Pastrami Sandwiches 25¢
Friday—Shredded Beef Tacos 25¢
Well Drinks, Wine and Domestic Beer
$1.25

Windrose
223-2335
At Windrose, we serve fun!

Lunch & Breakfast Specials
at our new restaurant and deli near Montgomery Field

Hot Luncheon Specials
$2.99
French dip, mashed potatoes, au jus
Hot beef, mashed potatoes & gravy

Daily Specials
Lasagna
Chopped Steak & Fries
Salisbury Steak
Beef Stew
Spaghetti & Meatballs
A new special every day

Soupplantation
9090 Novato Blvd., Novato, 10:45 am – 6:00 pm
Serving Continuous till 9:00 am – 11:00 pm
Phone: 201-7000

The Winds of Windrose Restaurant

Beef Carver
Restaurant and Deli
6800 Montgomery Field
Open Mon. – Fri. 11:00 am – 9:00 pm, Sat. & Sun. 9:00 am – 3:00 pm
Phone: 671-0600

RESTAURANTS
NOW! ENJOY THESE NEW FRIDAY AND SATURDAY NIGHT DINNERS AT TUXEDO CHARLEY'S

Every Friday and Saturday night, Tuxedo Charley's offers these favorites:

ROAST PRIME RIB includes soup or salad, potato or rice, garlic cheese bread & garnish.
$12.95

AUSTRALIAN LOBSTER TAIL drawn butter, soup or salad, potato or rice, garlic cheese bread & garnish.
$14.95

Don't forget TC's daily fresh fish specials, barbecue specialties, steaks and shrimp.

TUXEDO CHARLEY'S 2888 PACIFIC HIGHWAY FACING LINDBERGH FIELD

PATIO DINING

50% OFF LARGE VEGETARIAN PIZZA OR LARGE "SPECIAL" PIZZA VALID ANYTIME

TWO PIZZAS FOR THE PRICE OF ONE $17.90
Your choice of Eggplant Parmigiana, Veal Parmigiana, Veal or Chicken Cacciatore, Italian sausage or salad & garlic bread.

Sanfilippo's
11411 Pico Blvd. Los Angeles Open Daily, Patio

TORREY PINES INN (Hannah the Von Willams Opera) proudly announces the return of the FRIDAY NIGHT SEAFOOD BUFFET ALL YOU CAN EAT A bountiful harvest from the sea: Mahi Mahi, Shrimp, Smelt, Swordfish, Scallops, Succulent Stone Crab Claws, and much more. A must for all true seafood lovers. Only $12.95 per person. Includes our garden fresh Salad Bar, Homemade Boston Clam Chowder, and a glass of wine with each meal.

Lobster Sale Live Maine Lobster $10 (No kidding!)

Doc Masters is just going crazy trying to get everyone in San Diego to try his live Maine lobster. Come on out to Shelter Island and enjoy our spectacular view, our talented singing waiters & waitresses & don't forget ... live Maine lobster, only $10.

Where the entertainers serve you!

Doc Masters
1100 South Pacific Street
San Diego 605-1257
RESTAURANTS

RESTAURANT NEWS:

MINI MUNDUS

Georgian restaurant, European delicacies.
Operated by Theo Pasha at 610 N. Sycamore Ave., near the Gold Coast.

Music

TAIPEI GARDENS

4307 Convoy, S.D. 279-7151

JUNE EVENING SPECIAL

10% off dinner menu

 mêlée of Cantonese, Mandarin, Szechuan, and New Chinese dishes

Not applicable on orders to go.

Music

Little Italy Restaurant

3830 Hillcrest Ave. (213)

Salad All

Pizza (cheese) for two

Lasagna $7.95

Spaghetti

Garlic bread for two

$1.25 off any pizza special price with it. Not separate.

Now open daily till 2 a.m.

For dining in restaurant only. Service charge 10%. Additional persons $1.

SUNRISE CAFE

Festin De Carnitas

Tender Pork Chunks, with all the fixin's Spanish Rice and Refried Beans

Top Sirloin

Served with Potatoes and Vegetables

Both entrees also include Al Pastor Soup or Fresh Salad

$4.95

Served 5 to 6:30 P.M. Daily

LA HACIENDA

Eating is only half the fun. The other half is dancing.

660 University • Hillcrest • 296-4030

Oh Hungry's

Complete

Dinner for Two

$8.95

Dinners include ½ baked chicken or ½ pound of spare ribs plus your choice of soup bar or salad bar, roll, potato, and a vegetable.
Ernie Pook's Comeek
By Joseph J. Bury

Real Estate

Video Tape your wedding

WEDDING RINGS
Design your own

National prime commercial parcel
For Sale

Two Cottages
Use now or prepare offices, motel, B&B, etc. Excellent development site for offices/medical building.
Call owner 794-2268

For Rent

COMPUTERIZED & CONCERNED!
GUARANTEED PLACEMENT SIX CONVENIENT LOCATIONS OPEN 7 DAYS

BEACHES 226-8566 3304 MIDWAY DRIVE S.O. BAY 425-7151 333 BROADWAY, CHULA VISTA

COLLEGE 265-1266 6342 EL CAJON BLVD. NO. COAST 722-1591 1317 S.O. HILL ST.

ESCONDIDO 741-RENT 335 W. GRAND AVE. EAST COUNTY 440-0886 340 NO. MAGNOLIA AVE.
THE READER PUZZLE

No. 259 Day Lights

1. Parking
driving
2. car
3. brakes
4. lights
5. stop
6. drive
7. on
8. Off
9. PEBRON
10. Play
11. Win

Rules of the Game

Get the answer to the Reader Puzzle by answering the 11 items below:

1. Parking
2. Driving
3. Car
4. Brakes
5. Lights
6. Stop
7. Drive
8. On
9. Off
10. PEBRON
11. Play
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